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Abstract. Wick’s limit is an inequality that relates the zero-degree differential elastic scattering cross section to the total
cross section. The deviation of Wick’s limit from an exact equality is small over a wide range of incident energies and target
masses. Under these circumstances we show that Wick’s limit can be used to correlate the uncertainties in the two terms of
the reaction (nonelastic) cross section expressed as the difference between the total and angle-integrated elastic cross sections.
When suitable elastic angular distributions are available, we show that the reaction cross section may be obtained with small
errors (typically 1.5–3%). Examples are shown for208Pb,54−56Fe,232Th, and238U.

WICK’S LIMIT

Wick’s limit [1] is derived from the optical theorem,

Im f (0o) =
k

4π
σtot , (1)

wheref (0o) is the zero-degree scattering amplitude,σtot
is the total cross section, andk is the center-of-mass wave
number. The zero-degree differential elastic cross section
σ0 is given by

σ0 =
[
Ref (0o)

]2 +
[
Im f (0o)

]2 ≥
[
Im f (0o)

]2
. (2)

Thus the zero-degree differential elastic cross sectionσ0
must be equal to or exceed Wick’s limit which is

σW
0 ≡

(
k

4π
σtot

)2

. (3)

We define the fractional deviation of the zero-degree
differential cross section from Wick’s limit as

η =
σ0−σW

0

σW
0

. (4)

Wick’s limit is a useful concept whenη is small. Fig. 1
shows the fractional deviationη vs. energy for several
nuclei, using the global optical potential of Koning and
Delaroche [2]. For all nuclei shown, there is a signifi-
cant energy range (approximately 5–60 MeV) in which
the deviation from Wick’s limit does not exceed a few
percent.

Insight into this behavior is provided by the Ramsauer
model, a simple single-phase-shift model that reproduces

FIGURE 1. Fractional deviationη using the optical potential
of Ref. [2].

total cross sections at the 1% level from 5–60 MeV [3].
We define a quantity resembling anS-matrix element in
terms of the forward scattering amplitude by

S = 1+
2i f (0o)

k(R+λ̄ )2 , (5)



FIGURE 2. Single phase shift representation of the forward
scattering amplitude for (a) the Ramsauer model and (b) a
realistic optical model. Selected points on the trajectories are
labeled by the incident energy in MeV.

whereR = 1.35A1/3 fm, and examine the behavior of this
quantityvs. energy in the complex plane, as shown for
208Pb in Fig. 2. Wick’s limit is an equality (i.e. η = 0)
whenever ImS = 0. As seen in the upper part of the
figure, the Ramsauer model has a trajectory that circles
the origin. A realistic optical model [2] approximately
reproduces this behavior for energies in the 4–90 MeV
range, as indicated in the lower part of the figure, and
shows thatη = 0 at several energies within this range.

REACTION CROSS SECTION

To estimate the reaction cross section, we begin with the
expression

σreac = σtot −σelas, (6)

and define a quantity derived from the elastic scattering
angular distribution that is independent of the absolute
normalization of the cross section,

F =
σelas

σ0
=

1
σ0

∫
dΩ

dσelas

dΩ
. (7)

Inserting these in (6), using the definition of Wick’s limit,
we obtain the key result

σreac = σtot − (1+η )F
(

k
4π

)2

σ2
tot . (8)

This expression yields the reaction cross section as a
function of three independent quantities:

• σtot , the total cross section;
• F, the ratio of angle-integrated to zero-degree elas-

tic cross section;
• η , the fractional deviation of the zero-degree cross

section from Wick’s limit.

The fractional uncertainties in the reaction cross section,
to be added in quadrature, are

∆σ(1)
reac

σreac
=

∣∣∣∣2−
σtot

σreac

∣∣∣∣
∆σtot

σtot
, (9)

∆σ(2)
reac

σreac
=

(
σtot

σreac
−1

)
η

1+η
∆η
η

, (10)

∆σ(3)
reac

σreac
=

(
σtot

σreac
−1

)
∆F
F

. (11)

The error contribution from the total cross section is
significantly reduced because of the correlation be-
tween the two terms of (8), and at certain energies
(whereσtot = 2σreac) completely vanishes. The contri-
bution fromF then becomes the dominant error, and its
value depends on the accuracy with which measured an-
gular distributions can be extrapolated to zero degrees
via a Legendre expansion. The contribution fromη rep-
resents the accuracy with whichη can be obtained from
an optical model; we assume a large value, typically
∆η/η = 0.3, for this model-dependent quantity.

APPLICATIONS

A first application of the method to reaction cross sec-
tions on208Pb was presented in Ref. [3], using total cross
sections from Ref. [4] and angular distributions from
Ref. [5]. It was found that the uncertainties of approxi-
mately 5% in cross sections at 7, 20, 22, and 24 MeV us-
ing direct subtraction via Eq. (6) were reduced to approx-
imately 2%. Results are shown in Fig. 3, along with an
optical model calculation using the potential of Ref. [2].
Here we show new results for54,56Fe (we do not distin-
guish between56Fe and natural Fe),232Th, and238U.

Results for54Fe and56Fe are shown in the upper por-
tion of Fig. 4. Total cross sections in the range 5.3–
30 MeV were taken from Ref. [6] with 1% uncertainty,
and an extrapolation to 4 MeV was made from entries



FIGURE 3. Reaction cross sections for208Pb from present
method (filled symbols) and by direct subtraction (open sym-
bols). The energies of the points have been moved slightly for
clarity. The curve is the optical model of Ref. [2].

in the CSISRS database. The quantityF was calculated
from Legendre expansions of the angular distributions
indicated in the figure; angular distributions that did not
yield stable behavior forF with increasing maximum
Legendre polynomial order were not included. The quan-
tity η was calculated with the optical potential of Ref. [2]
with assumed uncertainty∆η/η = 0.3. The results for
54Fe, indicated by open symbols, are slightly lower than
the trend of the results for54Fe, which is consistent
with an approximateA2/3 scaling. Data from the CSISRS
database are shown in the lower part of the figure. The re-
action cross section calculated from the optical potential
of Ref. [2] approximately reproduces the energy depen-
dence of the data, but its magnitude is slightly high.

The method may be generalized to deformed nuclei.
To do this, we account for the fact that the measured
angular distribution normally sums over several mem-
bers of the ground-state band. The desired quantity is
the compound nuclear cross section, defined as the re-
action (nonelastic) cross section minus the cross section
for direct excitation of the ground-state band members.
The Wick deviationη as well as corrections for con-
tributions to the zero-degree cross section from excited
states are estimated with a coupled-channel calculation.
Results for232Th and 238U, using total cross sections
from Ref. [6] and angular distributions from Ref. [7]
are shown in Fig. 5. Also shown are cross sections for
238U from the CSISRS database. The present results de-
lineate the energy dependence of the cross section in the
4–10 MeV region with uncertainties in the neighborhood
of 3%.

CONCLUSIONS

The technique presented here can yield reaction cross
sections with high precision (∼1.5–3%) under suitable
conditions:

• Angular distributions are available that allow reli-
able extrapolation to zero degrees. Experience from
the results presented here suggests that the mini-
mum angle should not exceed 20o and that the num-
ber of points should exceed the maximum Legendre
polynomial order by a factor approximately 1.5.

• The optical model applies;i.e. energy fluctuations
are small over the energy resolution of the angular
distributions.

• The energy is in the range where deviations of the
zero-degree cross section from Wick’s limit are suf-
ficiently small that the model dependence in the pro-
cedure is weak.

• The total cross sections employed must be accu-
rately measured, even though the uncertainty prop-
agating from the total cross section is significantly
reduced in comparison with the direct-subtraction
method.

Extension of the method to deformed nuclei is pos-
sible, as well as the ability to account for a small
compound-elastic contribution (see Ref. [3]). Finally, we
note that there are many additional angular distributions
available to which the technique can be applied.
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FIGURE 5. Compound nuclear cross section for232Th and
238U, calculated using angular distributions from Ref. [7]. Data
from CSISRS database are also shown.


